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Experimenting with Laser Cutting 
 

Photos and Article, John Boyson: Pokeno 

Mallaig station canopy with laser cut bargeboards 

 

I have been giving some consideration to the possibilities of laser cutting for certain projects for 
some time and had made some initial enquiries. However, not having an immediate need for it, I did 
not pursue the process to any great extent. That is until I started work on the canopy for Mallaig 
Station (there will be more on this in a future article). An important part of the canopy would be the 
bargeboards that surround it to keep wind and rain at bay particularly when boarding or leaving 
trains. 

Given that these were built in Victorian times and their tendency for ornate details, it follows that 
such features were typically highly detailed to improve the aesthetics of the structure. In this regard 
Mallaig was no different. 

This then presented an ideal opportunity to try out the laser cutting process. 

Using the internet to do research, it quickly became apparent that the best way forward was to 
design the artwork myself and then use a professional cutting service to make the cuts. Having 
witnessed the cutting process, the fumes are extensive and potentially harmful without appropriate 
extraction facilities. In other words, not really a home tool. 

The various providers of such services typically provide guidance and support in doing this so that 
they can then do their work without problems. 

In terms of software for the artwork, there are a number of programmes available some of which are 
aimed at the professional market with prices arranged accordingly. However, there are also a 
number of less sophisticated freeware programmes available more suited to the hobbyist such as 
ourselves. The one that seemed to come most recommended was a programme called Inkscape. 
This can be accessed and downloaded from the following address: 

Download Inkscape 1.1 | Inkscape 

https://inkscape.org/release/inkscape-1.1/
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This takes you to the webpage 
shown above where the 
programme can be 
downloaded and installed. 
Most folk I imagine will use the 
Windows version as I did 
(second button from the left at 
the bottom). This article follows 
the processes outlined for the 
Windows version. Once 
installed you should get an 
Inkscape icon on your desktop 
screen: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Clicking this will open a window 
as shown right: 

Then click on New Document at the bottom right. This opens a new document as follows: 
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Note I have opened the help menu (top right and the submenu covering tutorials. I recommend 
spending some time going through these to explore the capabilities of the programme. Since they 
are intuitive, I will not spend time covering these any further. I cannot better what they already do 
quite admirably except to say start at the top and work your way down since they build up 
knowledge from top to bottom. I found repeating them, as necessary, helpful to bed in the 
knowledge before going on to the next tutorial. They also serve as useful reminders when, as is 
inevitable, one forgets a step! 

Once you have gained some familiarity with the programme, it is now time to establish what tools 
you will need from it for the cutting system. For this I went to a cutting service website. The one I 
used is called “Make Shop” off Karangahape Road in Central Auckland. However, there are many 
others as well. They were very helpful and friendly. Usefully, they have a customer car parking 
space at the rear of their shop which they will make available on request. Most importantly their web 
site: https://www.makeshop.co.nz/lasercutting provides vital guidance on the requirements for 
designing the artwork. They are also happy to provide specific guidance within reason where 
needed as well. 

In summary: 

Cut lines must have a width of 0.01pt with a RGB colour Blue 255 

Etch lines must have a width of 0.01pt with a RGB colour Green 255 

Rasturing (Area Etching) must have a fill area of RGB colour Red 255 with no associated lines 

They have a cutting area capability of 1200 by 880mm which should be more than sufficient for our 
needs. 

Files once complete should be saved as PDF files for their machine to read. 

Their website provides more detail in case it is needed. 

I should say at this point that I have no association with this company except as a satisfied 
customer. I also note that there are other firms who may well be equally helpful. I am just relaying 
my experiences with this company. As a final comment, the price for cutting out all the bargeboards 
I needed for the canopy was just $41. 

Before moving on to the artwork design, the material I used was 1mm thick birch wood ply.                
I sourced this from Plytech in Highbrook, Auckland: Birch Model Ply —Plytech 

They supply sheets 1270 by 1270mm in various thicknesses from 0.4mm right through to 5.0mm. 

The price for two 1mm thick sheets was approximately $220 which is considerably less than the 

typical model shop supplies. I now have plenty of stock for future projects. 

https://www.makeshop.co.nz/lasercutting
https://www.plytech.co.nz/birch-model-ply
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Starting to duplicate the boards 

The artwork for one bargeboard created. Some of the lines are quite faint. 

So now to develop the artwork. For this I have used the bargeboard artwork I created as an 

example. Since the process is quite detailed, I have written a separate feature covering all the 

steps including mouse clicks with photos illustrating each step individually. What follows is a 

few of the steps to illustrate the type of processes involved. There is no attempt here to pro-

vide a complete guide. The separate article is available from me via email. Please contact me 

at john.boyson@xtra.co.nz if you are interested. 

mailto:john.boyson@xtra.co.nz?subject=Laser%20Cutting%20Artwork%20Process
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A full suite of boards in the original svg format. 

And the PDF version of the file needed for the cutter with the art work turned through 90          
degrees for convenience 

The original svg file size was 2.4Mb. The PDF version is 171 Kb, i.e., a factor of about 8% of the 
original file size and neither are extraordinary. Reassuringly, all the lines are visible in the PDF 
version! 

The next job is to send the file off to your chosen cutting provider and supply them with your 
chosen material. The following photos show what the cutting process looks like: 



Rasturing underway (this is always done first). N.B. The haziness is due to the smoke in the 
machine generated from the cutting. Not at all healthy. An enclosed system with proper 
extraction facilities is essential for this work. 
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The work being set up 
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This is followed by the cutting 

And the finished result, Now all that remains is to build the canopy! 
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Wairarapa Garden Railway Group  
 

Well, do we go ahead or don't we!  That was the dilemma on the morning of the 

7th November for the Wairarapa Garden Railway group running day at my place. 

After 4 1/2 days of annoying easterly Rainey weather, the forecast said it was to 

clear in the afternoon so the decision was made go ahead and chance it. The last 

of the rain disappeared around midday and by the time the first members arrived 

the sun was shining. What a relief!! A good turnout of 10 - 12     members arrived 

for the first running of my extended railway (that's what you do when in covid lock 

down). DCC was applied to the track and some brought battery powered locos to 

run, with 4 or 5 trains running at one time. An enjoyable afternoon was had fol-

lowed by tea, coffee and cake. 

Wairarapa Garden Railway Group Running Day 
 

Article and Photo’s Peter Milburn 

Above -  Lloyd’s railcars. 
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Above -  GP40 on the climb. 

Below -  Clinton Buller admiring his Rio Grande GP40 
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Above -  Brendon Clarke’s Rio Grande Southern 10 Wheeler. 

Below -  Warren Stringers battery Stainz loco. 
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Above -  Lloyd’s railcars pass over Brendon’s 10 Wheeler. 

Below -  10 wheelers on duty. - Photo’s supplied by Lloyd Dickens. 
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Above -  GP40 hauling freight. 

Below -  Stainz passing the barn. - Photo’s supplied by Lloyd Dickens. 
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Wairarapa Gathering Programme 22/23 January 2022 

Saturday 22nd January 2022  

Layout 1 - 9 am till 10:30am Morning Tea Raised track DCC and self Power Ideal for Live Steam  

Layout 2 - 10:45 am till 1200 noon On Ground track, Self power and Track Power Lunch 12 noon 
till 12:50 pm At your own arrangement and cost  

Layout 3 - 1 pm till 2:45 pm Two Railways on ground and one raised; display only  

Layout 4 - 3 pm till 4:30 pm Afternoon Tea Raised DCC and Self Power including Live Steam  

Layout 5 - 6 pm till 9 pm Full BBQ Cost $10.00, Pay on night Raised plus Indoor display, DCC and 
Self Power Ideal Live steam outdoor  

Sunday 23th January 2022   

Layout 6 - 9 am till 10:30 Morning Tea Raised DCC and Self Power  

Layout 7 - 11 am till 12 noon Raised Track Power Lunch 12 noon till 12:50 pm At your own         
arrangement and cost  

Layout 8 - 1 pm till 2:30 pm Raised DCC and Self Power  

Layout 9 - 2:45 pm till 4:30 pm Afternoon tea Raised and on Ground, Self Power only  
 

Details like lunch locations and addresses will be provided to those coming, Some layouts will be 
available to run on but the owners have the final say. We can arrange items for Monday if anyone is 
interested, Final numbers for BBQ will be need a few days in advance. 

If you are interested please contact Lloyd Dickens Lloyd.dickens@wise.net.nz or 06 370 3790. 

mailto:Lloyd.dickens@wise.net.nz?subject=Wairarapa%20Gathering%20


From the workbench 
 

Photos and story - Michael Hilliar, Auckland 
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Mikes Second Lockdown Project 

As I reported in the November issue of The Garden Whistle, I had gone as far as I could with 

the Sandy River coaches. 

We were still in lockdown, so I needed something to keep me on the roll; I returned to my   

cupboard of many dreams. 

My very first G scale bash was a Bachmann 4-6-0 started at least 30 years ago. This        

Bachmann 4-6-0 was based on The East Tennessee & Western North Carolina Railroad      

engine.  Bachmann has put out this configuration in many variants, one being the Rio Grande 

Southern number 25. The locomotive was partly correct, but this could not be said for the    

tender which was completely wrong. 

I am not sure where my original research came from, it was thirty years ago, probably in books 

or magazines as we didn’t have a computer and the internet back then. The Rio Grande  

Southern Railway was finally abandoned in 1952. In their last operating years, they had      

several ex-D&RGW 2-8-0s, 2-8-2s and three ex Florence & Cripple Creek Railroad 4-6-0s; 

numbers 20, 22 and 25. They were built by the Schenectady Locomotive Works around 1900. 

Over the next forty odd years these three took on many individual characteristics, so I chose 

number 22 to be the best one of the three to represent. 
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When I first started this project, I didn’t intend to make an accurate model, back then the  

Bachmann chassis mechanics weren’t reliable, not like the LGB brick. I have bought a new 

Bachmann Annie chassis from their spare parts department for this project; so I am now    

happily putting in the extra work. The engine required new sand and steam domes, cylinders 

and other cosmetic work.  

One of the first things most kit bashers do to the Bachmann 4-6-0 chassis is to shorten the 

front bogie deck and bogie. I followed suit and did the same thing, but I cut off the bogie    

guiding crescent under the cylinders and remounted it the other way round and 5mm further 

back. The advantage of doing this is that when on a curve the front inside wheel moves       

forward away from touching the cylinder cover. 

The tender required a lot more work; the tank was altered to be shorter, narrower and taller. 

Two tender bodies were used to achieve a solid base, one for the top half and the other for the 

bottom. These were cut down to give the required height on a bench saw using a fence with 

the blade set so it cut nearly through, and the cut was finished off with a razor saw. Once the 

finished size was achieved it was covered with rivet embossed styrene to represent the panels 

and as in the protype the tender body was heightened to hold more water.  

I originally thought this project would be completed In short order, but those who know me, 

know the more detail I see the more I add.  Am I turning this from a pig’s ear into a silk purse?   

Basically, in the attached photos what is white I have made from styrene and the brass detail 

is also my work. These will be the last pictures of it in this stage as the next step is to paint it. 

All the early black and white pictures of this engine seem to show a grey worn dusty livery.  

The RGS was always rather strapped for cash, so I don’t think they got painted often. I am not  

happy using black either and am finding it difficult to photograph the contrast between the 

black and white for the photos accompanying this article. 

I am intending to paint the    

engine using a dark grey      

primer as used on the sand 

dome. If not, I can weather it by 

adding sooty black from above. 

These locomotives  operated in 

a dry environment, so the soot 

builds up on the top flatter   

surfaces whereby in wetter   

areas the rain washes it down 

to the underneath surfaces.  

Let’s see how much progress I 

make on this in next year’s 

Garden Whistle. 

 

Engine and tender photo’s   

taken 30 years ago for an     

article in an early Auckland 

publication. 
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Above -  

Rear of tender with 

more brass 

work.  The water filler 

lid lifts up to reveal 

on/off switch and 

charging socket.  

 

Left -  

 

Westinghouse pump 

fabricated up on my 

lathe with plumbing. 
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Left -  

 

The detail added to the front 

smokebox along with the    

funnel with the spark arrester 

and sand dome made from a 

cosmetic top  

 

Below -  

 

The modifications to the front 

bogie and shortened front   

bogie deck. 
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Finally ready for the 

painting stage, Below is 

the character of the     

locomotive I wish to   

represent. (Picture 

sourced from internet). 
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On the workbench 
 

Photos and story - Chris Drowley 

Here’s a little bit more playtime from my workbench 

First up a Bachmann railtruck I acquired from a local guy that was in pieces as 

“not finished“ DCC conversion. Is now RCS RC converted. Needed something to 

hide the battery block and RC so a rear “cab” was built from the plastrut scrap 

box. Off to the paint shop, didn’t like the initial airbrush black paint job so put a 

dark green over the top, much better. Roof is a textured grey rust-oleum product. 

Finished up with time at the sign writers, this being a Cricut vinyl cutter. Fantastic 

device enable you to make anything and mistakes / fine adjustments are simple 

recut. Quedos to daughter for researching and then lending me her one to     

confirm definitely needed one myself. 

Above -  Rail truck build start. 
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Above - Rail truck ready for paint shop.  

Below - Rail truck back from paint shop. 
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Second is 4 LGB field-bahn side tipper wagons. LGB for me = “Let’s Give-it-a     

Bashing”. So the green side tippers were removed for another days project         

(bogie ballast wagons for the works train) and the bits box opened up again. 

Found leftover 

plastrut   

checker plate, 

some flat sheet 

and a pile of 

left over sides 

from the      

Chinese twin 

pack low sider 

wagons sets. 

Couple cuts, bit 

of glue and 

then playtime 

with the        

airbrush and I 

have 4 small 

low siders to 

add to the   

narrow gauge trains. 

Above -  Rail truck completed. 
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Above - Wagon tops assembled. 

 

Below - Wagons back from the paint shop. 
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South Park Colorado Church Project Part 3 
 

Project - Dennis Lindsay  

Part 3 Update -  

 

This photo shows the foundation   

fitted with stone detailing, step 

and hand rails fitted. 

 

Roof, Chimney and spire detail   

added and painting started. 

 

Shingling the roof is currently        

underway before the final details 

are added. 



Readers Pictures 
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Consolidation with passenger service on the Wilson Valley Railroad - Photo Editor. 

Andrew’s new toy, sorry serious model railway - Photo Andrew Wilson. 



Glenfinnan Viaduct  [Part 3] 

John Boyson, Pokeno 
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Arch Planning and, Formwork and Reinforcement Design, and Preparation. 

The design of the arch castings required a fair amount of thought. Clearly, unlike 
Craigenarden Viaduct, they could not all be done in one go. Given the length of 
the model, a single casting over 12 metres held the potential for serious cracking 
problems even with reinforcement. I also had to consider the long term future of 
the railway and my principle that it should be capable of being dismantled. All of 
this led me to the conclusion that the arches had to be cast in sections. 

After much deliberation I arrived at the following design for these: 
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Each of the stages is designed to be structurally independent. Hence the           
reinforcing does not extend across the joints. They are also designed to allow for 
longitudinal movement including expansion and contraction. Thus they have 
been deliberately allowed to crack and there is a layer of sealant in the gap to  
allow for this movement. Lateral movement however is most definitely not    
wanted. This is constrained by the inclusion of stainless steel rods across the 
joints. These sit inside greased brass tubes embedded into the castings on each 
side of the joint. Thus they are free to slide longitudinally in their tubes but they 
will hold the castings in alignment whilst doing so. 

Stainless steel rods inserted into greased brass sleeves in previous casting with 
second sleeve being added. Another sleeve will be added to the left rod shortly. 
The ends of the sleeves are plugged with blue tack. Just before mortar reaches 
the joint, sealant will be applied to the face to create a flexible connection. 

The moulds were created as a standard unit with varying side panels for the     
different stages. Six side panels were needed and each was used twice since the 
castings for the arches are mirrored about the centre of the viaduct in the middle 
of span K. Because there were six castings, the mould was designed for reuse. 
Accordingly, all components were assembled with screws. The design also       
allowed for a logical dismantling capability so that the components could be    
easily stripped down after the casting was completed. Accessibility of screw 
heads after casting was of primary importance. Any screw heads that were     
necessarily inside the mould and therefore inaccessible once casting had taken 
place were used to hold components that could be taken off after the panel they 
were mounted on had been removed. Their heads were covered with blue tack to 
keep the mortar out. 
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Cutting out one of the side panels. The circular cut outs were used to form the 
centring (see page 31). 

The horizontal curve brace sheets having been cut out. 
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One side of the mould prepared with the side form connected to the horizontal 
brace and the centring hangers attached (these are angled to clear the piers which 
will need to be slid in under the mould). Note the blocks to the side of the hangers 
used to connect the side form and horizontal brace together. 

The pair of mould sides inverted on the bench and clamped together with      
spacers in between. A lot of care was taken at this point to ensure that the pier 
centrelines were at 90 degrees to each other. The clamps will be removed and/or 
swung clear before the piers are slid in place following installation of the mould. 
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The arch cut outs from the side panels were used to form centring to support the 
arch soffits. Up to five centrings were needed for each casting. Thus the cut outs 
were glued into units with blocks separating them to provide even support 
acrossthe width of the arch. The arch soffits were formed with 0.5mm gauge    
aluminium sheets cut to size with the 3 in 1 machine and then rolled to shape  
using the same machine’s roller. These simply rested on top of the centrings. The 
centrings were held in place with the use of hangers connected to the mould on 
each side with cross bearers underneath which each centring rested on.   

Creating the centring supports. 

Rolling the arch soffits. 
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The completed centrings with one of the arch soffits fitted. 

Soffits installed into inverted mould. On the left, the all-important cup of tea! 
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Centring in. 

Cross bearers fitted. 

To provide rigidity to the mould across the weak points at the arch crests 
(where the mould and resulting castings were at their narrowest) side braces 
connecting each hanger were added at their low points across these gaps. 
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Side braces added across angled hangers to give strength to what would        
otherwise be weak points in the mould. They also provided much needed rigidity 
to the structure. Note the end arch sections have also been added. They are    
angled to help resist the side pressure on them, given the load on them is not  
balanced since only half an arch is being cast. Additional support was provided 
once the mould was installed to resist this force.  

The mould end was a simple piece of ply with two holes to hold the stainless 
steel connecting rods noted above, in place whilst casting. 



As with Craigenarden and Borrodale Viaducts, perforated steel mesh was used 
for reinforcement. The formwork sides were used as templates to mark out the 
cut lines for the side reinforcing. This was designed to extend into the parapets 
and also to cantilever out to form the refuges that are apparent along the viaduct. 
The weapon of choice to cut them out was an angle grinder and after many 
discs, sparks, much noise and dust; the various sheets were created. These    
included the sides, top and arch soffits. 

Cutting out one of the side sheets of reinforcement from the perforated sheet. 
Three of these sheets were needed for the whole viaduct. One disc did about 
three quarters of this cut. About 20 were consumed in total. 

An interesting point is that whilst the arch moulds are symmetrical about span K, 
the parapets are not since the refuges occur after every second arch and there 
are 21 of these! Thus the twelve side reinforcing sheets which extend up into the 
parapets are all different to take into account the refuges. 

This article has been prepared for joint publication in the Garden Whistle and G1MRA NZ newsletter. 

Photos and plans provided by the author except where stated.  
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One of the cut sheets paired with its companion side form. Note the reinforcing 
extends beyond the top of the form for the parapet. There are raised sections 
above the first and third piers which are for the refuges. These will be notched 
out and bent out to reinforce these. 
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Workbench Projects 

Got the Cricut vinyl cutter out 

again and all these Fieldbahn 

hoppers that were all        

numbered 7 or 9 now been  

updated with new individual 

numbers, Much better. 

Re-numbering LGB Fieldbahn wagons - Chris Drowley 

The next build from the Ash rail workshops     

Narrow gauge 1888 Hohenzollern Locomotive 

Works (Serial No. 447) built to 32mm gauge. 

Locomotive build - Kerry Paterson 
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COMING EVENTS 

 

January 15-16 2022  

January 22-23 2022 

February 2022 

March 26-27  2022  

April  15-18 2022 

April 16-17 2022 

May 7-8 2022  

June 3-4 2022 

June 20-25 2022   

July 9-10 2022  

October 2022 

October 2022 

2023 

July 3-9 2023 

 

 

Tauranga Model Train Show 

Wairarapa Garden Railway Tours 

Model Train Swap Meet, Tinwald 

Nelson Model Train Show, Nelson 

NZAMRC Convention, Christchurch 

Hawea Model Trains & Hobby Show, Lake Hawea 

Dunedin Model Train Show, Dunedin 

Hastings Model Railway Club’s Train Show  (Havelock North)  

37
th  

Garden Railway Convention, Denver, CO, USA 

Ashburton Model Train Show, Ashburton 

The BIG Model Train Show , Christchurch 

Great Little Train Show, Invercargill 

NZ Garden Railway Convention, Auckland  

38
th  

Garden Railway Convention, Santa Clara CA, USA 

 

 
Do you know of an event?  

Contact the Editor to include in the next 
Garden Whistle newsletter 

gw.editor@outlook.com 

Auckland Garden Railway Society Update 
 

Due to the current Covid 19 restrictions the Auckland committee has reluctantly decided to 

postpone our usual end of year running session and BBQ. As more people get vaccinated 

we hope the Covid 19 situation will get better such that we can hold a function and AGM early 

in the new year, possibly late January or in February.  
 

After over 100 days in lockdown Auckland society members are I'm sure missing the            

opportunity to meet up and run trains together again. The committee is always looking for  

people to host a meeting so if you can host a meeting next year please let myself or one of the 

committee know what month you can host a meeting. 
  

I would like to remind everyone that Auckland will be hosting the next annual convention on 

Waitangi weekend 2023 so please save that date so you can come to our next convention.  

We would welcome any suggestions or offers to run a workshop or tutorial at the convention 

and offers can be sent to me at grahamclannz@xtra.co.nz 
 

I would like to conclude with wishing everyone a safe and happy Christmas. I'm sure many of 

you will be hoping that Santa will leave them a loco or carriage under the tree or if like me 

you'll already have it organised so your significant other can surprise you with a railway related 

Christmas gift. Stay safe enjoy the holiday break and lets look forward to running trains again 

in 2022. 
 

Robert Graham, President Auckland Garden Railway Society Inc 

mailto:gw.editor@outlook.com
mailto:grahamclannz@xtra.co.nz?subject=Convention%20email
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Crest Revolution Remote Control System for G Scale Battery Power Sold as 
Transmitter Only, Transmitter and Receiver, Sound Decoder Only, or Transmitter 
and Power Pack for Track Power Sounds, and operation controlled by push buttons 
Handheld can hold up to 50 locos Can be wired to any G Scale Locomotive, or plug-
n-play for Aristo craft Locomotives   

NZ Distributor-  

Contact:    

Phone: (04) 2338555     

Email: sales@mackstrack.co.nz 

ADVERTISERS 

Quayle Rail track now available in three metre 
lengths  

It is available from both Masterton and 
Rangiora 

Henrik Dorbeck, Masterton 

dorbeck@xtra.co.nz 

Ian Galbraith, Rangiora 

cfgrms@culcreuchfold.org.nz 

mailto:sales@mackstrack.co.nz
https://www.mackstrack.co.nz/
https://www.mackstrack.co.nz/
http://www.toottoot.co.nz/
mailto:dorbeck@xtra.co.nz
mailto:cfgrms@culcreuchfold.org.nz
mailto:cfgrms@culcreuchfold.org.nz
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Club Meeting Club Contact 

 
December TBA:  
 
 
 
 

Auckland 

Auckland Garden Railway Society Inc   
 

Club  Contact:  
 

Email: gardenrailauckland@gmail.com 
Philip Sharp, Ph: 09 600 2157 

 
Running Days/Meetings cancelled until 
further notice 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Waikato:  

GROW: Garden Railway Operators of 
Waikato.  

Club Contact:  

Email:  sandnlipsey@gmail.com  

Stefan Lipsey, PO Box 612, Waikato Mail 
Centre, Hamilton, 3240, Ph: 07 859 3650 

December 19th (Sunday) 1.00pm:  
 
Running day and Christmas Party 
 
Christine Collett 
24 Rhodes Street 
Carterton  
 
 
 
 

Wairarapa:  

Wairarapa Garden Railway Group.  
 

Club Contact:  
 

Email: Lloyd.dickens@wise.net.nz 
C/- Lloyd Dickens, 55 Titoki Street, Masterton.  
Ph: 06 370 3790.  

 
December TBA:  
 

 

 

Wellington:  

Wellington Garden Railway Group.   
 

Club Contact:  
 

Email: bilthompson @xtra.co.nz 
Coordinator: Brent Thompson, 6 Bodmin 
Terrace, Camborne, Ph: 022 619 4006  

THE GARDEN WHISTLE  

 
December 11th (Saturday) 5.30pm: 
Christmas function at The Brickworks  
69 Centaurus Rd 
 
 
December 16th (Thursday) 5.30pm: 
Andrew Wilson 
16 Elizabeth Allen Drive 

West Melton 

Christchurch:  
Christchurch Garden Railway Group:  
 

Club Contact:  
 

Email: 2days61@gmail.com  
Secretary: David Day, 61 Carnarvon Street, 
Linwood, Christchurch. Ph: 03 981 4424 
President: Andrew Wilson, Ph: 021 273 3047 

mailto:gardenrailauckland@gmail.com
mailto:sandnlipsey@gmail.com
mailto:Lloyd.dickens@wise.net.nz
mailto:bilthompson%20@xtra.co.nz
mailto:2days61@gmail.com
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FOR SALE 

For Sale - Accucraft 'Mannin' 2-4-0T Live steam loco plus coaches 

Loco is in excellent condition and has not had a lot of running. It is fitted with radio 

control (Remote Control Systems) so I am prepared to leave the servos with the loco 

but remove the receiver, unless otherwise negotiated. 3 coaches are also             

available..IP Engineering: Luggage/Guards coach, 2 comp. coach and 3 comp. coach 

all nicely made and painted and fitted with the larger (better  looking) Accucraft 

wheels and all loco/coaches are fitted with Accucraft chopper couplers. 

Price for loco is $1200 and $150 each for coaches.  

Would prefer to sell as one lot.  

Contact Brian Allison, Christchurch   

(kiwin992@hotmail.com) Cell 021 091 33796 

mailto:kiwin992@hotmail.com?subject=Items%20forsale

